
Entrust and Venafi  

Entrust integrates seamlessly with the Venafi Trust Protection Platform
Organizations that use Venafi as a centralized certificate management platform to  
help automate processes appreciate the seamless integration of Entrust and Venafi.  
Our partnership enables us to offer industry-leading digital certificates that support out-
of-the-box integration with Venafi’s tools and applications, empowering any organization 
using Venafi as their front-end certificate management solution for machine identities.

The solution 
Machine identities – keys, secrets and certificates – must be properly managed  
enterprise-wide in order to avoid costly process or system outages. The biggest barrier 
to efficient machine identity management: decentralized control of TLS/SSL certificates. 
Machine identity management platforms such as Venafi make it possible to automate the 
certificate lifecycle across multiple certificate authorities (CAs), auto-install across multiple 
endpoints, and provide end-to-end management. If you are using Venafi to help solve 
this problem, the next step is partnering with a reliable, reputable certification authority 
(CA) that offers not only a service that you can integrate with, but also a wide range of 
certificate types to suit any use case. 

Venafi has fully integrated Entrust TLS/SSL certificates into the platform for quick, easy 
setup and full lifecycle management – while supporting all Entrust TLS/SSL certificates  
and our flexible business models and licensing policies.

Experience that matters 
Entrust has been onboarding Venafi customers to our platform for more than a decade. 
Our tried and tested APIs were built specifically to support Venafi and have been 
advancing along with the evolution of our products and the certificate industry. With many 
large organizations using the combined Entrust and Venafi solution, Entrust is a proven 
leader when it comes to supporting this integration.  

LEARN MORE AT ENTRUST.COM

Automate full lifecycle management of TLS/SSL certificates 
from multiple CAs through a single platform 
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HOW IT WORKS

Integration as simple as 1-2-3
Setting up your Venafi instance with Entrust 
Certificates Services is easy. Simply create 
a secure API credential, configure Venafi to 
these credentials and point to Entrust as the 
certificate source. Now you are ready to start 
customizing your certificate issuance and 
management process. 

Use it to support:

 •  Creating new certificates 

 •  Adding new domains

 •  Renewing existing certificates

 •  Revoking certificates

 •  Reissuing and updating existing 
certificates and associated metadata

 •  Reporting

 •  Expiry notifications

THE ENTRUST DIFFERENCE 

Entrust advantages 
Subscription plan – reusable certificates  
for changing web environments

Our unique subscription plan gives 
customers the opportunity to reuse TLS/SSL 
certificate licenses, providing a cost-effective 
way to plan and budget TLS/SSL certificate 
inventory.

Additional advantages:

 • Award-winning technical support

 • One-to-one customer relationships

 • Unlimited reissues

 • Unlimited server licensing

 • Proven browser trust

 • Best practices 

 •  Instant Issuance on pre-approved 
domains

Seamless integration. Cost-saving pricing  
model. Unmatched service and support.

By exploring the combined Entrust and Venafi solution, you will find that  
the two products complement each other for a solution that is unmatched.


